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1. About This Document 
TAL2C™ is a software product that converts programs written in Tandem's Transaction Application 
Language (TAL) to ANSI/ISO Standard C. This document describes how to install, configure, run, 
license, and use TAL2C. 

This document complements the TAL2C Product Overview. 

1.1. Audience 
This document is intended for users of TAL2C. The document explains what to do after you obtain 
TAL2C. It provides detailed information that you should understand before beginning a TAL to C 
conversion project. 

1.2. Prerequisites 
You should read the TAL2C Product Overview before reading this document. Additionally, you should 
be familiar with both TAL and C to understand how to use TAL2C. 

You may find it useful to read the TAL2C FAQ before you start using TAL2C. 

1.3. More Information 
For more information about TAL2C refer to the TAL2C Product Overview and TAL2C FAQ. 

1.4. How to Contact Gresham 
Email tal2c@greshamsoftwarelabs.com 
Web http://www.greshamsoftwarelabs.com/ 
Post: PO Box 6409, North Sydney, NSW, 2060, Australia 
Street 3/90 Mount St, North Sydney, NSW, 2060, Australia 
Phone Local, 02 9955 7986; International, +61 2 9955 7986 
Fax Local, 02 9955 7948; International, +61 2 9955 7948 

1.5. Notation Conventions 
This document uses the following notation conventions: 

Strong type Indicates a significant word or concept, or a note or caution. 

Emphasized type Indicates the name of another document. 

Fixed font Indicates a TAL or C language construct or code example. For clarity, lengthy 
code examples are enclosed in boxes. 
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2. Installing TAL2C 
This chapter explains how to install TAL2C. It covers: 

•  Installation Steps 
•  Files Created During Installation 

Note Before you install TAL2C you must satisfy its hardware and software requirements (refer to 
Chapter 3, "Hardware/Software Requirements," and Chapter 4, "Obtaining TAL2C," in the TAL2C 
Product Overview for details). 

2.1. Installation Steps 
TAL2C is distributed by Gresham as a self-extracting compressed file (for example, tal2cnnn.exe, 
where nnn represents a version number such as 11a). 

You can install TAL2C from the Windows Command Prompt or by using the Windows Explorer. The 
following steps describe how to install TAL2C using both methods. If you use the command prompt, 
ensure that it is the 32-bit application, usually called c:\windows\system32\cmd.exe. 

Note When you install TAL2C, all TAL2C files are installed in the TAL2C installation folder and no 
changes are made to files in any other folder. 

To install TAL2C on the workstation you intend to use for TAL to C conversions follow these steps: 

1 Read the file called readme.txt for information about TAL2C that may not be included in other 
TAL2C documentation, including changes to these installation steps. 

The readme.txt file is available as a separate file in addition to being part of the compressed 
file. 

2 Create a new folder in which to install TAL2C on the workstation you intend to use for TAL2C 
conversions. 

For convenience we will assume you want to create a folder called c:\tal2c on your 
workstation. 

Using the command prompt: After you have navigated to the top-level directory on c drive, create 
the new folder by using this command: 

mkdir tal2c

Using Windows Explorer: After you have selected c drive, create the new folder by choosing 
File>New>Folder and typing tal2c as the folder name. 

3 Copy the compressed file from its current location (for example, c:\temp) to the tal2c folder. 

Using the command prompt: If the compressed file is currently located in c:\temp, copy the file 
by using this command: 

copy c:\temp\tal2cnnn.exe c:\tal2c\tal2cnnn.exe

Using Windows Explorer: If the compressed file is currently located in c:\temp, drag and drop 
the file to c:\tal2c 

4 Change to the tal2c folder. 

Using the command prompt: Change to the tal2c folder from the top-level on c drive by using 
this command: 

cd tal2c

Using Windows Explorer: Change to the tal2c folder by double-clicking on the tal2c folder. 

5 Run the compressed file. This extracts all files in the compressed file to the current (tal2c) folder. 

Using the command prompt: Run the compressed file by entering the file name: 
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tal2cnnn.exe

Using Windows Explorer: Run the compressed file by double-clicking the file tal2cnnn.exe. 

6 Run the batch program, install.bat. 

Running install.bat renames some of the extracted files so that they have long filenames (the 
self-extracting compressed file does not support long filenames). See "Files Created During 
Installation" for details. 

Using the command prompt: Run the batch program by entering the file name: 

install.bat

Using Windows Explorer: Run the batch file by double-clicking the file install.bat. 

7 Confirm that all TAL2C files exist. See "Confirming All Files Exist" in Chapter 3, "Getting Started," 
for details. 

8 Optionally, backup the compressed file, tal2cnnn.exe, then delete the compressed file from the 
workstation. 

Using the command prompt: Delete the compressed file by using this command: 

del tal2cnnn.exe

Using Windows Explorer: After you have selected tal2cnnn.exe, delete the file by choosing 
File>Delete and confirming the deletion. 

9 Copy the file called .license.dmo in the tal2c folder, and then paste it to create a new file 
called .license in the tal2c folder. 

This step is required so that you can, first, verify that TAL2C is correctly installed and, second, 
convert the supplied test and demonstration code. See "Creating the Evaluation License File", 
"Converting the Test Program", and "Converting the Demonstration Program" in Chapter 3, "Getting 
Started," for details. 

CAUTION If a file called .license already exists, ensure that you backup this file first (otherwise, 
your existing license information will be overwritten), then you can delete it. 

Using the command prompt: Copy .license.dmo using this command: 

copy .license.dmo .license

Windows Explorer: At the time of writing, Windows NT Explorer does not allow you to create a file 
that begins with a period (.); therefore you must use the command prompt. 

10 Set up the search path to include the name of the tal2c folder. 

This enables you to run TAL2C from any folder in which your TAL source files reside. See "Setting 
Up the TAL2C Search Path" in Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details. 

11 Test that the TAL2C search path is correct. See "Testing the Search Path" in Chapter 3, "Getting 
Started," for details. 

12 Verify that TAL2C is correctly installed. See "Converting the Test Program" in Chapter 3, "Getting 
Started," for details. 

13 Convert the supplied demonstration program. See "Converting the Demonstration Program" in 
Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details. 

2.2. Files Created During Installation 
Various files are created when you install TAL2C. 

2.2.1. Files Containing Information About TAL2C: 
readme.txt
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This document contains information about TAL2C that may not be included in other TAL2C 
documentation. It also has the license agreement that describes the terms and conditions under 
which you are permitted to evaluate TAL2C. 

tal2cug.pdf

This document. This document describes how to use TAL2C. 

tal2cpo.pdf

The TAL2C Product Overview, which provides an overview of TAL2C. 

2.2.2. Files Used During or After Conversion 
These files are used when converting files from TAL to C: 

tal2c.exe

The TAL2C executable object file that converts TAL source code to C output code. You run this file 
against each file of TAL source code you intend to convert (see Chapter 5, "Executing TAL2C," for 
details). 

.ctrans

The TAL2C plain-text configuration file. You should modify this file to customize TAL2C to your 
programming environment and naming conventions (see Chapter 4, "Configuring TAL2C," for 
details). 

t2cmains

The source for a TAL main procedure that calls the converted C main procedure (called CMAIN). 
This file is required only if you intend to run the C output code on your Tandem system immediately 
after conversion.  

Note You require a D20 (or later) TAL compiler to compile t2cmains. t2cmains provides a 
dummy runtime environment for running the C code. It is recommended that you use t2cmains 
only as a short-term solution to run the C output code (especially because it does not support many 
C runtime library functions including functions for memory management and file I/O). 

Additionally, it is recommended that you eventually convert your C application to remove all startup 
processing inherited from the original TAL. In this case, you must remove t2cmains and instead 
use standard C startup processing (this includes renaming the C main procedure from CMAIN to 
main) and the standard C runtime library. 

ctal.h

A header file required by the C output code (see Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details). 

ctal.c

A C source file providing functions required by the C output code (see Chapter 3, "Getting Started," 
for details). 

.sqlsa_def

A file required by TAL2C for SQL processing (see Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details). 

.sqlsa_cdef

A file required by TAL2C for SQL processing (see Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details). 

.sqlca_def

A file required by TAL2C for SQL processing (see Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details). 

.sqlca_cdef

A file required by TAL2C for SQL processing (see Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details). 

cleanup.bat
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A batch file to delete TAL2C intermediate files from the current folder (see Chapter 3, "Getting 
Started," and Chapter 11, "What To Do If Things Go Wrong," for details). (Intermediate files, which 
include .defines, .index_file, and REGION_ files, are created during conversion.) 

Note Only run cleanup.bat if you intend to start a conversion project from the beginning or you 
are advised to do so by Gresham. You must run cleanup.bat more than once if you are 
converting TAL source code from more than one folder and want to clean up in each folder. In this 
case, simply copy cleanup.bat to each folder. 

2.2.3. Test Program Files 
These files are used to verify that TAL2C is correctly installed. The evaluation license file is required by 
TAL2C to convert the test program files. 

testtals

TAL source code. A TAL test program. After conversion to C the output should match the code in 
testtal.c.expected. Additionally, the C program should compile without errors and run 
correctly. 

CAUTION Do not modify any information in testtals; otherwise, the license will not allow you to 
convert the file. 

testtal.c.expected

C source code. A C program that should match the output produced after running TAL2C to convert 
testtals. 

2.2.4. Demonstration Program Files 
The TAL files are used to demonstrate some of the features of TAL2C. The evaluation license file is 
required by TAL2C to convert the demonstration program files. 

t2cdirs

TAL source code. Part of a TAL demonstration program. 

t2cextns

TAL source code. Part of a TAL demonstration program. This file contains external declarations 
required by t2cdirs. 

CAUTION Do not modify any information in t2cdirs or t2cextns; otherwise, the license will 
not allow you to convert the files. 

2.2.5. Evaluation License File 
This file has an evaluation license file that TAL2C requires to convert the test and demonstration 
program files. The evaluation license is provided so you can verify the installation and then evaluate the 
product. To convert any other TAL programs to C, you must obtain a production license from Gresham. 

.license.dmo

Contains the license information required by TAL2C to convert testtals, t2cdirs, and 
t2cextns: 

Note You must copy .license.dmo and create a new file called .license before verifying 
the installation or converting the demonstration program. 

CAUTION Do not modify any information in .license.dmo or .license; otherwise, the 
license will not allow you to convert the test and demonstration programs. 

2.2.6. Files For Obtaining a Production License 
You must first run one of these programs to produce a summary of your conversion project before you 
request a production license from Gresham. A production license allows you full use of TAL2C to 
completely convert your own TAL code. See Chapter 6, "Licensing TAL2C," for details. 
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Note linecount.exe and linecnt produce equivalent information. There is no need to run both 
programs. 

linecount.exe

An executable object file, which runs under Windows, that is used to produce a conversion project 
summary. Executing linecount.exe creates (or updates) a file called lcout on your Windows 
workstation. 

linecnt

An executable object file, which runs under the NonStop Kernel, that is used to produce a 
conversion project summary. Executing linecnt creates (or updates) a file called lcout on your 
NonStop server. 
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3. Getting Started 
This chapter explains how to get started using TAL2C after you have installed the product. It covers: 

•  Confirming All Files Exist 
•  Creating the Evaluation License File 
•  Setting Up the TAL2C Search Path 
•  Testing the Search Path 
•  Converting the Test Program 
•  Converting the Demonstration Program 
•  Converting Your Own TAL Code 
•  Uninstalling TAL2C 
•  Reinstalling TAL2C 
•  What To Do Now 

3.1. Confirming All Files Exist 
To confirm that all TAL2C files exist on your workstation, follow these steps: 

1 Change to the TAL2C folder. If you are unsure of the folder name, use the Windows NT Explorer to 
search for the TAL2C executable object file, tal2c.exe, then change to its folder. All TAL2C files 
are installed in the same folder. 

2 Examine the files in the TAL2C folder. Ensure that the files listed in "Files Created During 
Installation" in Chapter 2, "Installing TAL2C," are present in the TAL2C folder. 

If the files listed match the files present, you have confirmed that all TAL2C files exist on your 
workstation. If the files do not match, check the TAL2C readme.txt file for last-minute additions or 
deletions to the files installed. 

If you are uncertain that you have all the correct files, contact Gresham (see "How to Contact 
Gresham"). 

3.2. Creating the Evaluation License File 
Creating the evaluation license file enables you, first, to verify that TAL2C is correctly installed and, 
second, to use TAL2C to convert the test and demonstration program files. See "Converting the Test 
Program" and "Converting the Demonstration Program" in this chapter for details. 

•  To create the evaluation license file, use the command prompt to copy the file called 
.license.dmo in the tal2c folder, and then paste it to create a new file called .license in 
the tal2c folder: 

copy .license.dmo .license

Note At the time of writing, Windows Explorer does not allow you to create a file that begins with a 
period (.); therefore you must use the command prompt. 

CAUTION If a file called .license already exists, ensure that you backup this file first (otherwise, 
your existing license information will be overwritten), then you can delete it. 

3.3. Setting Up the TAL2C Search Path 
Setting up a search path for TAL2C enables you to run TAL2C from any folder on your workstation. You 
must set up the TAL2C search path manually. 

To set up the search path to include the name of the TAL2C folder, follow these steps: 

1 Select Settings>Control Panel from the Start bar to display the Control Panel window. 

2 Double-click the System icon to display the System Properties dialog box. 
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3 Select the Environment tab and include the name of the TAL2C folder as part of the system or user 
Path variable, for example, c:\tal2c. Use a semicolon (;) between each entry in the search 
path, for example, c:\windows\system32;c:\tal2c. 

4 Restart the command prompt to activate the new path setting. 

3.4. Testing the Search Path 
To test that you have correctly included the name of the TAL2C folder in your search path, follow these 
steps: 

1 Change to a folder other than the TAL2C folder. 

2 Run tal2c.exe by typing the following command from the command prompt: 

tal2c

If the search path is correct, the following information is displayed: 

•  The TAL2C banner (with product name, version number, and release date) 

•  If you have a valid license, an error message reporting that you have not included the name of a file 
to compile 

•  If you do not have a valid license, an error message reporting that your TAL2C license is invalid or 
missing 

If this information is not displayed, check that you have set up the search path correctly. If this 
information is not displayed and you are confident that you have set up the search path correctly, 
contact your Windows system manager for assistance. 

3.5. Converting the Test Program 
To verify that TAL2C is correctly installed, follow these steps to perform a test conversion: 

1 Create a temporary working folder in which to copy the TAL2C test files, for example testtal2c. 

2 Copy testtals, testtal.c.expected, and .ctrans from the TAL2C folder to the 
working folder. 

Note If you have correctly set up the TAL2C search path, you do not need to copy .license; the 
license file remains in the same folder as tal2c.exe. 

3 Change to the working folder. 

4 Run tal2c.exe to convert the TAL test file, testtals, to C code by typing the following 
command from the command prompt: 

tal2c testtals

5 Compare the C code in testtal.c with the C code in testtal.c.expected. You can use 
the fc command from the command prompt to compare the contents of two files: 

fc testtal.c testtal.c.expected

If the code is identical in both files, you have verified that TAL2C is correctly installed and you can delete 
the working folder. If the code is not identical, check that you are comparing the correct files. 

3.5.1. What Happens During Verification 
When you run TAL2C to verify that it is correctly installed, TAL2C displays its banner and various 
information messages. 

If this were not the first time you had run TAL2C in this folder, the following additional information 
message would have been displayed: 

Reading .defines

You can safely ignore all information messages. 
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However if you have made an error (for example you have not copied the correct files or you have 
copied them to the wrong folder), TAL2C displays its banner and various error messages. Use these 
messages to diagnose and correct the error (see Chapter 10, "Error Messages," for details). 

TAL2C creates the following intermediate files during all conversions: 

.defines

TAL2C creates this file for processing DEFINE statements. After the test conversion, .defines 
is empty (because there are no DEFINEs to be processed). 

.index_file

TAL2C creates this file to keep track of multiple files over multiple runs. After the test conversion, 
.index_file contains information about this test run of TAL2C. 

REGION_testtals_1_0

TAL2C creates one or more files beginning with REGION_. REGION_ files contain segments of C 
code that TAL2C concatenates during the final stage of a conversion to create the final C output 
file. As the final stage of the test conversion, TAL2C generates the C code in testtal.c from 
REGION_testtals_1_0. 

Note You should not delete or rename any intermediate files created by TAL2C during a conversion 
project unless you intend to start the conversion project from the beginning. In this case, you can delete 
all intermediate files in the current folder by using cleanup.bat. 

3.6. Converting the Demonstration Program 
The supplied files t2cdirs and t2cextns make up a TAL demonstration program. The program 
counts files on your Tandem system that match a specified pattern, and determines the number of 
allocated pages in those files. This program is supplied with TAL2C for two reasons: 

•  So that you can evaluate TAL2C and determine whether the product will help you to convert your 
TAL applications to C. We strongly recommend that you carefully examine (but do not modify) the 
TAL source code and, after conversion, the C output code. The TAL source code uses many TAL 
language constructs. Examining the TAL and C should give you a good understanding of what 
TAL2C can do. 

•  So that you can see how easy it is to use TAL2C. The following steps show you how to convert the 
TAL demonstration program. It also shows that the demonstration program produces identical 
results whether it is run as a TAL program or a C program. 

In the following steps, you create a TAL executable object file called t2cdiro1: 

1 Transfer (in text mode) the following files to your Tandem system: 

t2cdirs

t2cextns

2 Compile t2cdirs using your TAL compiler (D20 or later) to create an executable object file called 
t2cdiro1. For example: 

tal /in t2cdirs, out $s.#loc/ t2cdiro1

Later you will compare the output from the TAL object, t2cdiro1, with the output from the 
corresponding C object, t2cdiro2. 

In the following steps, you use TAL2C as you create a C executable object file called t2cdiro2: 

1 Create a temporary working folder in which to copy the TAL2C demonstration files (and other 
required files). For example, call the folder demotal2c. 

2 Copy the following files from the TAL2C folder to the working folder: 

t2cdirs

t2cextns
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.ctrans

ctal.c

ctal.h

t2cmains

Note You do not need to copy .license; the license file remains in the same folder as 
tal2c.exe. 

3 Change to the working folder. 

4 Run tal2c.exe to convert the TAL demonstration file, t2cdirs, to C code. This creates 
t2cdir.c (and some additional files). Use the following command from the command prompt: 

tal2c -e t2cdirs

5 A message appears indicating that the code in t2cdir.c contains DEFINEs, therefore 
t2cdirs requires two passes by TAL2C. To resolve these DEFINEs and create the final file, you 
must run tal2c.exe immediately after the first pass completes. Immediately use exactly the 
same command that you used in the previous step: 

tal2c -e t2cdirs

6 Transfer (in text mode) the following files to your Tandem system: 

t2cdir.c (call it t2cdirc)

ctal.c (call it ctalc)

ctal.h (call it ctalh)

t2cmains (call it t2cmains)

7 Compile t2cdirc using your C compiler (D20 or later) to create an object file called t2cdiro. 
For example: 

c /in t2cdirc, out $s.#loc/ t2cdiro; nomap, symbols, suppress, xmem, nocheck

8 Compile ctalc using your C compiler (D20 or later) to create an object file called ctalo. For 
example: 

c /in ctalc, out $s.#loc/ ctalo; nomap, symbols, suppress, xmem, nocheck

9 Compile t2cmains using your TAL compiler (D20 or later) to create an object file called 
t2cmaino. For example: 

tal /in t2cmains, out $s.#loc/ t2cmaino

10 Use Binder to build an executable object file called t2cdiro2. For example: 

bind
add * from t2cdiro
add * from ctalo
add * from t2cmaino
select search $system.system.clarge
set highrequesters on
build t2cdiro2!

Finally, check that the TAL object, t2cdiro1, and the C object, t2cdiro2, produce identical results 
by running both of these programs on your Tandem system: 

t2cdiro1

t2cdiro2

The output from each program should be similar to this: 

Files: 11 Pages allocated: 202
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If the output is identical after running each program, you have successfully converted the demonstration 
program. If the output is not identical, contact Gresham (see "How to Contact Gresham"). 

3.7. Converting Your Own TAL Code 
The following steps show some guidelines for converting your own TAL code. See Chapter 7, "TAL2C 
Usage Guidelines," for details. 

1 Ensure your TAL source code compiles. 

For your first TAL to C conversion project, you may like to keep things simple. If available, it is best 
to choose a small TAL source file that uses a variety of TAL language constructs and also includes 
other files. This may be small self-contained TAL file or a file with a subset of TAL code from a 
larger program. 

Whatever you choose, you must ensure that your TAL source code compiles. 

2 Back up your original TAL source code. This is strongly recommended. 

3 Bring together all source files in the conversion project, from your Tandem computer system to your 
workstation, and organize them in separate folders. For example: 

a Create a top-level folder on your workstation for the conversion project. 

b For every subvolume of TAL in the project, create a separate folder on your workstation (below 
the top-level folder you have just created). (For convenience, you may want to match folder 
and subvolume names.) 

c Transfer (in text mode) the source files from each subvolume to the corresponding folder on 
your workstation. 

d If a subvolume has TAL source files that contain SQL queries, additionally copy the files 
.sqlsa_def, .sqlsa_cdef, .sqlca_def, and .sqlca_cdef to the corresponding 
folder on your workstation. 

4 Copy and edit the .ctrans configuration file. For example: 

a Copy the original .ctrans configuration file to the top-level folder for the conversion project. 

b Edit this .ctrans configuration file with project-wide configuration specifications. 

c Copy this .ctrans configuration file to each folder. 

d Edit the .ctrans configuration file in each folder with configuration specifications that apply 
to the TAL source files in the folder. 

5 Run TAL2C on each top-level TAL source file in each folder. (This creates .defines, 
.index_file, and REGION_ files in each folder.) 

Observe the messages that TAL2C displays on the screen during the conversion. 

You may find it convenient to redirect these messages to a file that you can read later by using a 
command such as the following: 

tal2c myTAL >stout.txt 2>errlog.txt

Note It is impossible to predict how long a conversion will take. Processor speed and the amount of 
RAM are significant factors. A short conversion may take a few seconds. A long conversion may 
take many hours. If you have redirected messages and the conversion takes some time, it will also 
take some time before your command prompt reappears. 

6 Examine the resulting messages (see Chapter 10, "Error Messages," for details) and the C output 
code. What you do next depends on what you discover. For example: 

•  If your TAL source code contains DEFINEs, a message is displayed (beginning with "Some 
defines have not been properly resolved. ...") indicating that you must run TAL2C again to fully 
resolve them. Therefore, before doing anything else and without making any changes to any 
TAL code, run TAL2C again using the same TAL2C command. If TAL2C can still not resolve all 
DEFINEs and the same message is displayed, the DEFINEs cannot be converted. 
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•  If your code contains hardware-specific TAL constructs, TAL2C displays error messages 
because it cannot convert such constructs to C code. 

•  If TAL2C was unable to completely convert some TAL code to C, TAL2C displays error 
messages. 

In any of these cases, you can either rework the original TAL code and run TAL2C again or change 
the C code. 

7 If no error or warning messages are displayed (only information messages), spot-check the C code 
to see if the layout and code generation is to your liking. If not, you can either rework the original 
TAL code and run TAL2C again or change the C code. 

8 If you are satisfied with the C code, then compile the code. How you compile the code depends on 
whether you intend to compile it on your workstation, on your Tandem computer system using a 
nonnative mode C compiler, or on your Tandem computer system using a native mode C compiler. 

If you intend to compile the C output code on your workstation: 

a Ensure that you are using an ANSI-compliant C compiler. 

b Ensure that the file ctal.h is in the search path for the C compiler. 

c Compile the file ctal.c with the C compiler. 

d Ensure that you have removed all Tandem dependencies (for example, checkpointing) from the 
C output code. Compile the C output code with the C compiler. 

e Write a C main function that calls the CMAIN procedure in the C output object file. Compile the 
C main function with the C compiler. 

f Link the C main function object file and the ctal.c object file with the C output object file(s). 

g Run the final executable object file. Ensure that the object runs correctly. 

If you intend to compile the C output code on your Tandem computer system using a nonnative 
mode C compiler: 

a Ensure that you are using an ANSI-compliant nonnative C compiler. 

b Transfer (in text mode) the file ctal.h to your Tandem system, renaming it as ctalh. 
Ensure that ctalh is in the search path for the C compiler. 

c Transfer (in text mode) the file t2cmains to your Tandem system. Compile t2cmains with 
the Tandem D20 (or later) TAL compiler. For example: 

tal /in t2cmains, out $s.#loc/ t2cmaino

d Transfer (in text mode) the file ctal.c to your Tandem system, renaming it as ctalc. 
Compile ctalc with the C compiler. Note You must use the xmem pragma command-line 
option. For example: 

c /in ctalc, out ctall/ ctalo; xmem

e Transfer (in text mode) the file with the C output code to your Tandem system. Compile the C 
output code with the C compiler. Note You must use the xmem pragma command-line option. 
For example: 

c /in mycd, out mycdl/ mycdo; xmem

f Bind the t2cmains object file (t2cmaino) and the ctalc object file (ctalo) with the C 
output object file(s) (mycdo). The following example starts Binder, runs a series of Binder 
commands, and creates an executable called exename: 

bind
select check parameter off
mode noupshift
add * from t2cmaino
add * from ctalo
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add * from mycdo
select search $system.system.clarge
select runnable object on
set highrequesters on
build exename!

g Run the final executable object file (exename). Ensure that the object runs correctly. 

If you intend to compile the C output code on your Tandem computer system using a native mode C 
compiler: 

a Ensure that you are using an ANSI-compliant native mode C compiler. 

b Transfer (in text mode) the file ctal.h to your Tandem system, renaming it as ctalh. 
Ensure that ctalh is in the search path for the C compiler. 

c Transfer (in text mode) the file t2cmains to your Tandem system. Compile t2cmains with 
the Tandem pTAL compiler. For example: 

ptal /in t2cmains, out $s.#loc/ t2cmaino

d Transfer (in text mode) the file ctal.c to your Tandem system, renaming it as ctalc. 
Compile ctalc with the C compiler. Note You must use the extensions pragma 
command-line option. For example: 

nmc /in ctalc, out ctall/ ctalo; extensions

e Transfer (in text mode) the file with the C output code to your Tandem system. Compile the C 
output code with the C compiler. Note You must use the extensions pragma command-line 
option. For example: 

nmc /in mycd, out mdcdl/ mycdo; extensions

f Bind the t2cmains object file (t2cmaino) and the ctalc object file (ctalo) with the C 
output object file(s) (mycdo). Refer to the Tandem C/C++ Programmer's Guide for details on 
compiling and linking native C and C++ programs. The following example uses the Native 
Mode Linker to build an executable object called exename: 

nld t2cmaino ctalo mycdo -o exename -obey $system.system.libcobey

g Run the final executable object file (exename). Ensure that the object runs correctly. 

3.8. Uninstalling TAL2C 
If you want to uninstall TAL2C follow these steps: 

1 Change to the TAL2C folder, delete all files in the folder, then delete the folder. All TAL2C files are 
installed in the same folder. No changes are made to any other files on your workstation. 

2 Remove the name of the TAL2C folder from the search path. Ensure that you restart the command 
prompt to activate the new path setting. 

3 If you have created a temporary working folder, to verify that TAL2C is correctly installed, change to 
the working folder, delete all files in the folder, then delete the folder. 

3.9. Reinstalling TAL2C 
If you want to reinstall TAL2C follow these steps: 

1 Follow the steps described in "Uninstalling TAL2C" to uninstall TAL2C. 

2 Follow the steps described in Chapter 2, "Installing TAL2C," to install TAL2C. 

3.10. What To Do Now 
This concludes Chapter 3, "Getting Started."  You have now determined that TAL2C is correctly 
installed. You have used TAL2C to convert at least two TAL programs to C code. Finally, you have 
examined some of the messages that TAL2C can display during a conversion process. 
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To use TAL2C in the most effective way possible you should now read through the rest of this 
document. The document discusses more of the details that you should understand before you continue 
with your own conversion projects. 
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4. Configuring TAL2C 
After installing TAL2C, you should configure the product to adapt it to the particulars of the TAL code 
you want to convert. You can configure the product by using and customizing a simple text file called 
.ctrans. This file lists the file names and identifiers that TAL2C must know during the conversion. 
This chapter describes how to customize the .ctrans configuration file. It covers: 

•  Configuration Sections 
•  Example .ctrans Configuration File 

4.1. Configuration Sections 
The following configuration sections are available for use in the .ctrans file. The sections are optional 
and independent from each other. 

4.1.1. The tal_procs Section 
The tal_procs section lists procs that will remain as TAL procs in the C output code. This is useful 
for calls to the operating system and user-written or third party TAL proc call libraries for which you may 
or may not have the source code. The distributed .ctrans file includes all standard Tandem system 
library procedures calls in this section. 

File names in this section are not case-sensitive. 

You can specify  the cc_status flag after a proc name. This flag specifies that the proc modifies the 
condition codes. You must specify cc_status if a proc's declaration does not include the 
RETURNSCC qualifier and the proc modifies the condition codes. 

You can specify the old_args flag after a proc name. This flag specifies that TAL2C should replace 
*ADDR argument types (WADDR, BADDR, and so on) in a proc's header with corresponding INT and 
INT(32) types. 

Flag settings in the tal_procs section override flag settings in the tal_proc_files section. 
Therefore, if a proc name is specified in the tal_procs section and the proc is located in a file whose 
name is specified in the tal_proc_files section, the inclusion or omission of a flag in the 
tal_procs section takes precedence. 

For example, assume that a proc in the tal_procs section does not have the cc_status flag. 
Assume that the proc is located in a file whose name is followed by the cc_status flag in the 
tal_proc_files section. The result will be that TAL2C will not recognize the proc as modifying the 
condition codes; however every other proc in the file will be recognized as modifying the condition 
codes. 

4.1.2. The tal_proc_files Section 
The tal_proc_files section lists files in which all procs in the files will remain as TAL procedures 
in the C output code. This section provides a convenient way of specifying a large number of procs in a 
file. Use this section as an alternative to specifying the procs individually in the tal_procs section of 
the  .ctrans file. 

File names in this section are not case-sensitive. 

You can specify the asterisk (*) as a wild card prefix or suffix in a file name, for example, *abcfile, 
*abcfile*, and abcfile*. 

You cannot specify the cc_status flag after a file name. If a file contains a proc whose declaration 
does not include the RETURNSCC qualifier but which changes the condition codes state, then you must 
specify the proc name in the tal_procs section followed by the cc_status flag. 

You can specify the old_args flag after a file name specification. This applies the flag to every proc in 
the file. 
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4.1.3. The dont_generate Section 
The dont_generate section lists files that should be parsed but not converted to C. This is useful 
after you have fine-tuned the C output code. 

4.1.4. The ddl_generated Section 
The ddl_generated section lists files generated by the Tandem DDL compiler. Whenever TAL2C 
comes across an instruction to include one of those files, it uses the DDL C output instead, resulting in C 
output that more closely resembles the original DDL. 

File names in this section are not case-sensitive. 

4.1.5. The filename_map Section 
The filename_map section controls the generated file names. You are limited to two explicit names 
or two names with asterisk (*) prefixes or suffixes. The maps are searched in order during conversion, 
so it is a good idea to proceed from the specific to the general as you move down the list. 

The distributed .ctrans file maps *s to *.c and *l to *l.h. If you are not using a .ctrans file, 
TAL2C maps * to *.h . If you use a .ctrans file but omit this section, TAL2C maps * to *.h. If you 
use a .ctrans file but omit some file name mapping from this section, TAL2C does specified mapping 
first then maps * to *.h. 

File names in this section are not case-sensitive. 

4.1.6. The null_name Section 
The null_name section specifies an identifier that is used to represent the null pointer in the TAL 
code. The distributed .ctrans file uses null^addr to represent the null pointer. 

4.1.7. The define_map Section 
The define_map section simulates the TACL DEFINE mechanism for providing externally 
configurable binding between a DEFINE and a particular source module. 

4.1.8. The runnable_files Section 
The runnable_files section specifies modules that are self-contained runnable modules. 

4.1.9. The function_ptrs Section 
The function_ptrs section specifies TAL identifiers that represent function pointers. TAL function 
pointers are given the type INT and are indistinguishable from 16-bit integers. The information provided 
here allows TAL2C to recognize pointers with consistent names. TAL2C replaces any variable or 
structure member with that name; so it is more than a simple search and replace. 

4.1.10. The ptrs Section 
The ptrs section specifies which identifiers are really pointers. This can be used to get variables 
declared as INT or INT(32) in TAL converted to uchar * in the C code. 

4.1.11. The options Section 
The options section specifies command-line options. Specifying options in this section is an 
alternative to entering them on the command line whenever you run TAL2C. This section provides a 
convenient way of ensuring that certain command-line options are always used whenever you run 
TAL2C. 

4.2. Example .ctrans Configuration File 
The following example .ctrans configuration file includes the following features: 

•  tal_procs section 
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Various procs are listed, showing the cc_status flag, the old_args flag, both flags, and no 
flags. 

•  filename_map section 

The file myTALprogs is converted into the file myCprog.c. File names are truncated at eight 
characters so that they are valid under the NonStop Kernel. 

•  ptrs section 

The globally declared globvar and func, the variable var1 in proc func, the subproc sub in 
proc func and the variable var2 in subproc sub in proc func are treated as pointers. 

•  options section 

The -e and --tandem command-line options are used whenever you run TAL2C. 

tal_procs: read cc_status
mnop cc_status old_args
abend
xyz old_args
fileinfo cc_status
process_getpairinfo_

#
tal_proc_files: myfile*

*xyz
*mnop*
abcijk old_args

#
dont_generate: swapuset;

swapbltt;
#
filename_map: myTALprogs myCprogs

*s *.c
*l *l.h

#
null_name: null^addr
#
define_map: =test28s test28s

=fred test29s
#
runnable_files: dpitch.t

dcatch.t
#
function_ptrs: origin

destination
origin_ps
caller_fptr

#
ptrs: globvar

func
func.var1
func.sub
func.sub.var2

#
options: -e

--tandem
#
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5. Executing TAL2C 
This chapter describes how to run TAL2C. It covers: 

•  TAL2C Command Syntax 
•  Example TAL2C Command 

5.1. TAL2C Command Syntax 
TAL2C is a command-line utility with numerous options: 

•  An option is preceded by two hyphens (--) if it is two characters or more. 

•  An option is preceded by a single hyphen (-) if it is a single character. 

•  In a command-line, you must separate options by a blank. 

The syntax to run TAL2C from a command prompt is the following: 

tal2c [ --config_file ]
[ --cmain ]
[ --defclass class-name ]
[ --plusplus ]
[ --pstring ]
[ --pstring_all ]
[ --pstring_any ]
[ --tandem [ { --varargs_ansi | --varargs_tandem } ] ]
[ --noaddr ]
[ --nowarn number-list ]
[ --output_w ]
[ --varargs_ansi ]
[ --varargs_tandem ]
[ --unused_defines ]
[ -c ]
[ -e ]
[ -f ]
[ -g ]
[ -I include_dir ]
[ -l line-length ]
[ -q ]
[ -s ]
[ -t toggle[, toggle ] ... ]
[ -w ]
[ -z ]
[ -~ character ]
tal_src_file [ tal_src_file ] ...

--config_file

Specifies the name of the TAL2C configuration file. The default file name is .ctrans. 

--cmain

Specifies that TAL2C is to cause the procedure with the MAIN attribute to be declared as the C 
"main" function and to not output the CMAIN function. This is useful is you have used code deletion 
and insertion to do standard C startup logic. 

--defclass class-name

Specifies a class name that TAL2C uses whenever it determines that it must dynamically generate 
define names. This enables TAL2C to group dynamically generated define names together using a 
standard class name. By default, TAL2C dynamically generates define names using the name of 
the define plus _a, _b, and so on. 
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For example, TAL2C may need to generate multiple defines from a single define in the TAL code 
called mydef. By default, TAL2C dynamically generates define names called mydef_a, 
mydef_b, and so on. If you specify a class name of xyz, TAL2C generates define names in the C 
output code called mydef_xyz_a, mydef_xyz_b, and so on. 

TAL2C dynamically generates as many define names as it requires. 

--plusplus

Specifies that TAL2C is to generate code that a C++ compiler can compile. TAL2C recognizes and 
modifies identifiers that are C++ keywords and takes advantage of anonymous unions when 
converting some equivalences (which improves readability). Note that this option does not cause 
the creation of object-oriented code. 

--pstring

Specifies that TAL2C is to change any 'P' arrays that are initialized with strings to be declared as a 
string. 

--pstring_all

Specifies that TAL2C is to treat all 'P' arrays as strings (not just 'P' arrays that are initialized with 
strings). 

--pstring_any

Specifies that TAL2C is to treat 'P' arrays as strings if they contain at least one initializer that is a 
string. 

--tandem

Specifies that TAL2C is to generate Tandem-specific code. For example, it causes conversion of 
?section to #pragma section. 

--varargs_tandem

If the TAL code includes procedures with optional parameters, specifies that TAL2C produces 
C code with Tandem C extensions when it converts these procedures. This is the default 
option. 

--varargs_ansi

If the TAL code includes procedures with optional parameters, specifies that TAL2C produces 
ANSI-compliant C code (that is, without Tandem C extensions) when it converts these 
procedures. 

--noaddr

Specifies that TAL2C is to force output of uchar * instead of *ADDR. By default, TAL2C 
produces output of *ADDR. 

--nowarn number-list

Specifies that TAL2C is not to display warning messages with the specified number(s). Many 
warning messages are identified with a unique number. By default, TAL2C displays all warning 
messages. 

--output_w

Specifies that TAL2C is to write C output files to the current working directory (that is, the directory 
from which you have run TAL2C). By default, TAL2C writes C output files to the same directory as 
the TAL source files. 

For example, your main TAL source files may be located in the c:\talsrc directory, and your 
TAL include files in the c:\talsrc\talinc directory. By default, if you run TAL2C from the 
c:\csrc directory, the C output files are written to the c:\talsrc and c:\talsrc\talinc 
directories. If you run TAL2C from the c:\csrc directory and use the --output_w option, the C 
output files are written to the c:\csrc directory. 
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--unused_defines

Specifies that TAL2C is to list unused DEFINEs from current and previous conversions since the 
last cleanup (that is, since you last ran cleanup.bat). TAL2C obtains the list of unused 
DEFINEs by reading .defines. If .defines does not exist or there are no unused DEFINEs, 
TAL2C reports that there are no unused DEFINEs. 

By default, TAL2C does not list unused DEFINEs  

Note You can use this option without running a conversion (that is, you do not have to run TAL2C 
with a TAL source file when you use this option). 

-c

Specifies that TAL2C is to display the case generation strategy that the Tandem TAL compiler 
uses. By default, TAL2C does not display the case generation strategy. 

-e

Specifies that TAL2C is to avoid using the extern keyword. By default, TAL2C uses the extern 
keyword. 

If you specify both -e and -g, -g takes precedence. 

-f

Specifies that TAL2C is to insert #error statements in the C output code (in addition to displaying 
error messages) if it detects errors during the conversion process. By default, TAL2C does not 
insert #error statements in the C output code (and only displays error messages). 

-g

Specifies that TAL2C is to enhance the treatment of global declarations. Globals are declared with 
the _GLOBAL macro, the value of which is dependent on the _DEFINE_GLOBALS macro. 
Initializations are also dependent on _DEFINE_GLOBALS. 

This means that you can convert all modules with the -g option, and then compile the C module(s) 
that are required to allocate the space for globals with _DEFINE_GLOBALS defined. 

Note If you define an entire global declaration in a macro and the initializer is a comma separated 
list, the generated code will be in error as #ifdef cannot be included in the #define. 

If you specify both -e and -g, -g takes precedence. 

-I include_dir

Specifies the name of a folder, in addition to the current folder, that contains source files to be used 
during the conversion process. TAL2C looks for specific files in the current folder before the 
included folder. 

-l line-length

Specifies a number that TAL2C uses as a guide to output line length. TAL2C outputs each line until 
the number of characters exceeds the specified value. TAL2C then breaks the line as soon as it 
can. TAL2C will not break the line if doing so will generate incorrect C code. By default, TAL2C 
uses a value of 128 characters. 

-q

Specifies that TAL2C is not to display information messages indicating the progress of the 
conversion. By default, TAL2C displays information messages. 

-s

Specifies that TAL2C is to produce statistics. By default, TAL2C does not produce statistics. 

-t toggle[, toggle ] ...

Specifies toggles that TAL2C sets to ON; toggles not specified are set to OFF. By default, TAL2C 
sets all toggles to OFF. 
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-w

Specifies that TAL2C is to produce extra warning messages about unused variables. By default, 
TAL2C does not produce extra warning messages. 

-z

Specifies that TAL2C is to display information that indicates the progress of a conversion. This is 
helpful in the case of lengthy or complex conversions where it may seem that TAL2C has stopped. 
By default, TAL2C does not display progress information. 

The information is sent to standard output, so if you redirect errors to a file you can still get some 
idea of how far the conversion is progressing.  

TAL2C displays information when it reaches a procedure or subproc definition. It displays the file 
name, line number, and procedure name. If a file is included using ?source, TAL2C displays the 
file name, line number, and source statement. 

-~ character

Specifies the character that is used to flag comments as TAL2C directives. By default, TAL2C 
directives are prefixed with --~. If the -~ option is used, TAL2C treats lines beginning with --
character as directives. 

tal_src_file [ tal_src_file ] ...

Specifies the name of one TAL source file or multiple TAL source files separated by blanks. If you 
do not specify a file name or make a syntax error when executing TAL2C, TAL2C displays an error 
message and the command syntax. 

5.2. Example TAL2C Command 
The following example converts the TAL source file, myprog, making use of the files in the headers 
folder, with the sections 1, 3, and 10 toggled in. Additionally note that this example does not specify a 
configuration file. Therefore, TAL2C uses the .ctrans configuration file in the current folder (if it 
exists); otherwise, default configuration values. 

tal2c -I headers -t 1,3,10 myprog
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6. Licensing TAL2C 
This chapter discusses how to obtain a license for TAL2C. It covers: 

•  Types of TAL2C Licenses 
•  Information Required to Obtain a License 
•  Producing a Conversion Project Summary 
•  linecount.exe Syntax 
•  linecnt Syntax 
•  Obtaining the .license File From Gresham 

6.1. Types of TAL2C Licenses 
There are two types of licenses available for TAL2C: 

•  Evaluation License 
•  Production License 

6.1.1. Evaluation License 
When you first obtain TAL2C, you are given an evaluation license. This license is free and is valid for a 
predetermined period of time. When it expires, download a new version of TAL2C to obtain another 
evaluation license. 

The evaluation license allows you to use TAL2C to convert the test (testtals) and demonstration 
(t2cdirs and t2cextns) programs distributed with TAL2C so you can begin to evaluate the 
product. The terms of the evaluation license agreement are distributed with the product. 

6.1.2. Production License 
A production license allows you full use of TAL2C to completely convert your own TAL code and to use 
the C output code for your own business purposes. 

TAL2C is licensed per conversion project. The cost of a production license depends on the extent of the 
conversion project. 

You must contact Gresham to obtain a production license (see "How to Contact Gresham"). Before 
receiving a full evaluation license, you will be asked to sign a license agreement. 

6.2. Information Required to Obtain a License 
To obtain a production license you must provide the following information to Gresham: 

•  Name of the company licensing TAL2C 
•  Name of a contact person at the company licensing TAL2C 
•  Postal address of the company 
•  Street address of the company 
•  Email address of the contact person 
•  Telephone number of the company and contact person (with country and area codes) 
•  Fax number of the company and contact person (with country and area codes) 
•  A file called lcout that contains a summary of your conversion project. This includes information 

about the files you intend to convert (see "Producing a Conversion Project Summary" for how to 
create (or update) lcout). 

6.3. Producing a Conversion Project Summary 
A conversion project summary includes the file names of TAL source code you want to convert and the 
number of lines of code in each file. The project summary information is stored in a file called lcout. 

To determine the project summary information and create (or update) lcout, you must run one of the 
following programs: 
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•  linecount.exe 

•  linecnt 

Run linecount.exe (from a workstation) if your files of TAL source code (and other required source 
files) are on the workstation where you intend to run TAL2C. Run linecnt (from a Tandem computer 
system) if your files of TAL source code (and other required source files) are on your Tandem computer 
system. 

Run linecount.exe or linecnt once for each top-level TAL source file you intend to convert. If 
lcout does not exist, it is created; thereafter, it is updated. Files included (using ?source) are 
automatically counted. If a file is included more than once, it is counted only once. 

Executing linecount.exe or linecnt produces equivalent information in lcout. If you run 
linecount.exe, you do not need to run linecnt. If you run linecnt, you do not need to run 
linecount.exe. 

The information includes the complete path to a file. After executing linecount.exe the path 
includes folder names. After executing linecnt the path includes volume and subvolume names. 
TAL2C does not use the path to determine whether a file is licensed. 

6.4. linecount.exe Syntax 
The syntax to run linecount.exe from a command prompt is the following: 

linecount tal_source_file
[ -I include_dir ] ...
[ -d line_count_file_name ]

tal_source_file

Specifies the name of the TAL source file to count. 

-I include_dir

Specifies the name of a folder, in addition to the current folder, that contains source files to be 
included in the count. 

-d line_count_file_name

Specifies the name of the file in which project summary information is stored. By default, this is 
lcout. 

6.5. linecnt Syntax 
Before you run linecnt, run the following command(s) from a TACL prompt: 

ASSIGN SSVn, subvolume

n

Specifies a number. 

subvolume

Specifies a subvolume in which to search for files included in the count (using ?source). 

Refer to the TAL Reference Manual, available from Tandem Computers Inc., for details on the ASSIGN 
SSV command. 

The syntax to run linecnt from a TACL prompt is the following: 

RUN $volume.subvolume.linecnt
/ IN tal_source_file /
[ -d line_count_file_name ]

volume.subvolume
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Specifies the volume and subvolume in which linecnt is located. 

tal_source_file

Specifies the name of the TAL source file to count. 

-d line_count_file_name

Specifies the name of the file in which project summary information is stored. By default, this is 
lcout. 

Note After you run linecnt, the path to a file includes volume and subvolume names in lcout. You 
do not have to change volume and subvolume names to folder names when you transfer files to the 
workstation where you intend to run TAL2C. 

6.6. Obtaining the .license File From Gresham 
After you have provided Gresham with all the information required to license TAL2C, we will create and 
send you a file called .license. This file contains a unique license key that licenses TAL2C for use at 
your company with the files that you specified for conversion. You must store .license on the 
workstation where you intend to run TAL2C in the same folder as tal2c.exe. 

After you have transferred all TAL source code files (and other required source files) and .license to 
your workstation, you can begin to convert all files named in .license. 

Note If you change the name of any file referred to in .license, or add or subtract more than a 
predetermined number of lines to or from, respectively, any file referred to in .license, you must 
rerun either linecount.exe or linecnt, resend the updated lcout to Gresham, and obtain a 
new .license file. 

CAUTION Do not modify any information in .license; otherwise, the license will not allow you to 
convert the files in your conversion project. 
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7. TAL2C Usage Guidelines 
If you are a knowledgeable user of TAL (with an understanding of C), you will find TAL2C quick and 
easy to use. This chapter describes the general guidelines you would typically follow when using 
TAL2C. See "Converting Your Own TAL Code" in Chapter 3, "Getting Started," for details. It covers: 

•  Ensure Your TAL Source Code Compiles 
•  Back Up Your Original TAL Source Code 
•  Bring Together All Source Files 
•  Copy and Edit the .ctrans Configuration File 
•  Run TAL2C 
•  Examine the Resulting Messages and C Code 
•  Compile the C Output Code 
•  Fine-Tune Your C Output Code 

7.1. Ensure Your TAL Source Code Compiles 
TAL2C is a true 32-bit TAL compiler and not a mere text converter; therefore, you must provide TAL2C 
with working, compilable source code. If your TAL code compiles with errors, then TAL2C also produces 
errors. If TAL2C encounters an illegal TAL construction or other error that would stop the TAL compiler 
or produce many errors, it prints an error message and continues, doing the best it can with the code 
you have provided. 

TAL2C is not intended as a TAL syntax-checker, even though it produces informative error and warning 
messages. 

7.2. Back Up Your Original TAL Source Code 
You may need to modify your original TAL source code slightly (perhaps to circumvent a hardware-
specific construct (such as a $rp call)); therefore, you should not run conversions on your only copies 
of the TAL source code. Before you begin, it is strongly recommended that you back up your TAL 
source code (and any other relevant files) and then copy the TAL code you intend to modify to a working 
folder. 

7.3. Bring Together All Source Files 
Bring together all source files that you want to convert. This includes external declarations (extdecs), 
DDL-TAL files, SQL invocations, and any other header files a TAL compilation might need. You are 
running TAL2C on a platform other than a Tandem; therefore, you must ensure that you have made any 
necessary file type and name conversions. 

7.4. Copy and Edit the .ctrans Configuration File 
Copy the .ctrans configuration file from the folder in which you installed TAL2C to the location(s) in 
which you have copied the TAL code you intend to convert. Edit the .ctrans configuration file to 
customize TAL2C to your development environment. You can modify the .ctrans file with any text 
editor. 

7.5. Run TAL2C 
Run TAL2C. If you begin with TAL code that compiles successfully, the only errors you should expect 
from TAL2C concern the features of TAL that are incompatible with C. These include hardware-specific 
function calls (such as $rp), some complex equivalencing and initialization, and some zero-sized 
arrays. 

See Chapter 8, "TAL2C Limitations," for information on things that require manual attention. See 
Chapter 10, "Error Messages," for error messages that TAL2C may display during conversion. 

TAL2C also displays warnings about potential compatibility limitations. If, for example, you use arrays 
with non-zero lower bounds, or complex block move expressions, TAL2C warns you of the 
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consequences in terms of performance and information loss. See Chapter 10, "Error Messages," for 
warning messages that TAL2C may display during conversion. 

The following command line converts myprog, making use of the files in the headers folder, with the 
sections 1, 3, and 10 toggled in: 

tal2c -I headers -t 1,3,10 myprog

When the conversion finishes successfully, you will have a TAL main procedure that calls the first 
converted C procedure. This circumvents a difference between TAL and C start-up processing 
procedures, which is described in Chapter 8, "TAL2C Limitations."  If required, you can rewrite your 
start-up code in C by hand at your later convenience. 

7.6. Examine the Resulting Messages and C Code 
As you examine the resulting C code, you might find that some TAL code was not converted completely. 

In particular, if your TAL code contains DEFINEs you must run TAL2C on the TAL code again to 
resolve the DEFINEs. After this second pass, you may find that TAL2C could still not convert all of the 
DEFINEs completely. 

If so, you should inspect the C output code and manually convert the problem DEFINEs. You can do 
this by inserting into the TAL code the equivalent C in special comments that start with hyphen, hyphen, 
tilde (--~). You could also make the modifications directly to the C output code, but only if you do not 
intend to run the conversion again. 

 See "Using Comments to Control Conversion," in Chapter 9, "Fine Tuning," for details. 

7.7. Compile the C Output Code 
When you compile the C output code, you can expect to get some warnings if your TAL program uses 
16-bit pointer operations and converts them to or from INTs. See Chapter 8, "TAL2C Limitations," for 
details. 

You may also get some warnings if your TAL program makes extensive use of subprocs that share data 
with their owning proc. In this case, you may find large strings of parameters being passed between C 
functions. If you have a good working knowledge of the original TAL program, you may be able to 
eliminate many of these parameters, and significantly improve the performance of the translated code. 

If you compile with Microsoft C compilers you may get warnings about redefinitions of min and max. You 
can safely ignore these warnings. 

7.8. Fine-Tune Your C Output Code 
After you have compiled your C code, you have a functional, portable C version of your TAL program. 
You may still want to do some work on it to optimize its performance. See Chapter 9, "Fine Tuning," for 
some tips on how best to do this. 
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8. TAL2C Limitations 
There are some things that TAL2C cannot handle automatically. Most relate to hardware-specific TAL 
features for which C has no equivalent. Others relate to structural differences between the languages. 

In some cases, you may have to modify your TAL code. Every effort has been made to keep such 
modifications to a minimum. In most cases, the modifications are minor syntactic distinctions to TAL, but 
they make a big difference to the compiler. In other cases, TAL2C displays a message if it encounters 
TAL code that uses complex expressions that would generate ambiguous C output code. 

This chapter describes TAL2C limitations and discusses how you can work around them. It covers: 

•  Hardware-Specific Statements 
•  Hardware-Specific Functions 
•  Block Moves 
•  ?search 
•  ?UseGlobals and ?SaveGlobals 
•  ?page 
•  struct Types Declared in Arguments 
•  Equivalencing 
•  Process Startup 
•  Conversion of Function Pointer Types 
•  Zero-Sized Arrays 
•  Single-Instance struct Definitions 
•  SQL INVOKE Statements 
•  FIELDALIGN Directive 
•  Fixed(N) Data Type 
•  Retyping Pointer Variables 
•  External Anonymous Structures 
•  External Declarations for Variable Procs 
•  pTAL Considerations 

8.1. Hardware-Specific Statements 
The following statements are hardware-specific, and, therefore, are not supported: 

CODE
STACK
STORE

8.2. Hardware-Specific Functions 
The following functions are hardware-, language-, or operating-system specific, and, therefore, are not 
supported: 

$overflow
$rp
$type
$usercode

The $bitlength function is supported only when referencing an object that is a multiple of eight bits 
in size. TAL2C substitutes 8*sizeof(). 

The $bitoffset function is supported only when referencing an object on a byte boundary. TAL2C 
substitutes 8*offsetof(). 

The $carry function is supported only in conjunction with scan (other uses are hardware specific). 

The $point function is supported, but because of the nature of the FIXED data type, some information 
is lost. 
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8.3. Block Moves 
In block moves consisting of array constants with repetitive literal elements, the literal is lost. The C 
output code runs correctly, but it can be more difficult to maintain. Additionally, there could be some loss 
of performance. 

TAL2C creates global variables-one for each basic data type-that are used in mimicking block copies of 
constants. You may want to consider other ways of implementing this, depending on your program's 
requirements. 

TAL2C tries to replace block copies with memcpys whenever it can, to improve performance, because 
many C compilers optimize memcpys very well. This can lead to problems because block copies work 
well for overlapping memory regions; memcpys, however, do not. You can work around this by 
replacing the memcpy with a call to a C library function that handles overlapping memory such as 
memmove. 

8.4. ?search 
This compiler directive allows the use of an object file as a sort of header. For TAL2C to correctly 
interpret and convert the rest of your code, you must include the source code that was used to generate 
the object. 

8.5. ?UseGlobals and ?SaveGlobals 
These TAL-specific compiler directives allow global definitions to be put into a symbol file. For TAL2C to 
correctly interpret and convert the code, you must include the original source code from the TAL run that 
was used to produce the symbol file. 

8.6. ?page 
This compiler directive is subject to the same positional constraints as comments when it is converted to 
#pragma page in C. 

8.7. struct Types Declared in Arguments 
The construction below is not C-compatible, and results in a C compiler error ("undeclared struct type"). 

proc a(s)
struct.s

begin
int a;

end;
begin

To avoid this problem, you must create a structure template and then declare it. 

8.8. Equivalencing 
C does not support equivalencing to hardware registers or offsets to equivalents (unless the offset is into 
the middle of an object), because they are specific to the Tandem architecture. They can be simulated in 
C, but the resulting code is not portable. 

int a;
int a1 = a; --allowed
int b = a[2]; --not allowed
int c = a - 2; --not allowed
int d = "d" - 3; --not allowed
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8.9. Process Startup 
C and TAL start-up processing techniques are very different. For C, Tandem-provided code handles the 
startup protocol and initializes context for some C library functions, for example, memory management 
and file I/O. For TAL, the user must provide code to handle the startup protocol and so on. 

TAL code that is converted to C must normally be reworked to accommodate this difference in startup 
processing. However, for your convenience, TAL2C provides a dummy main procedure that you can use 
to invoke your converted C. The TAL source for this procedure is in the t2cmains file. Using this 
dummy startup procedure provides a quick and convenient way to run your converted C programs on 
your Tandem system without having to consider differences between the TAL and C runtime 
environments. 

You can rewrite the start-up code in C at your later convenience. This is mandatory if you ever make 
manual adjustments to your converted C code to take advantage, for example, of standard C memory 
management and file I/O library functions.  

8.10. Conversion of Function Pointer Types 
Function pointers in TAL are simply INTs, making them hard for TAL2C to identify, while pointers in the 
Tandem C large or wide memory model are their own type and are always 32-bit. Mistyped pointers 
cause a compilation warning. One solution is to manually adjust the function pointer type in the C output 
code. 

Another way to address this issue is to use the function_ptrs configuration option in the 
.ctrans configuration file. This requires you to reserve identifiers for variables in the TAL code that 
hold function pointers, and to be very careful not to reuse them for anything else. 

8.11. Zero-Sized Arrays 
TAL2C converts zero-size arrays to arrays of a single element. This changes the binary layout of the 
structure, which can cause interoperability problems unless it is the last element in the structure. There 
is no single way around this limitation; the solution varies with your application. Here is an example of 
the offending code: 

int a[0:-1];

8.12. Single-Instance struct Definitions 
Single-instance struct definitions are not automatically moved out of the proc to be shared by 
subprocs. In the following code sample, the C output code will not compile. 

-- Original TAL -- /* C output code */
proc a; void a()
begin {
struct xyz; struct

begin {
int member; short member;

end; } xyz;
/* start proc a main code */
b(&xyz);

}

subproc b; static void b(struct xyz *xyz)
/* problem: xyz not global def */

begin {
int i;int i;
i := xyz.member;i = xyz->member;

end; }
-- start proc a main code
call b;
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end;

A solution is to change the TAL code to identify and extract the definition and mark it as a TAL structure 
template before the actual conversion, as the following code sample shows: 

-- Fixed TAL -- /* C output code */
struct xyz_t(*); struct xyz_t

begin {
int member; short member;

end; };

proc a; void a()
begin {
struct xyz(xyz_t); struct xyz_t xyz;

/*start proc a main code */
b(&xyz); }

subproc b; static void b(struct xyz_t *xyz)
/*ok now*/

begin {
int I; int i;
i := xyz.member; i = xyz->member;

end; }
-- start proc a main code
call b;
end;

Note The TAL2C places subprocs ahead of procs in order to facilitate C typing; however, they are in the 
other order here for clarity. 

8.13. SQL INVOKE Statements 
SQL INVOKE statements do not work the way you might expect, because TAL2C does not have access 
to the SQL catalog. To correct this, you must use INVOKE from SQLCI and then ?source the TAL 
structure into the program. After the conversion, you can remove the C #include statement. 

TAL2C recognizes the SQL extension of /keyword UNSIGNED/ in variable declarations, and the 
converted C variable is declared as unsigned. 

8.14. FIELDALIGN Directive 
This compiler directive involves byte-padding; Tandem C requires even-byte boundaries for structures 
within other structures, standard C does not. TAL2C supports the ANSI/ISO standard whenever it can. 
TAL2C recognizes and ignores this directive. 

8.15. Fixed(N) Data Type 
This is a 64-bit integer with an implied decimal point. If your code uses the FIXED data type, you must 
use a C compiler that supports 64-bit integers. 

8.16. Retyping Pointer Variables 
TAL's weak typing (compared to C) and interchangeability between INTs and pointers can lead to 
extensive casting in the C output code. For example, pointers declared as int(32)s end up as long, 
not pointers. You can work around this by using the function_ptrs configuration option in the 
.ctrans configuration file. 

Additionally, TAL programs can use both 16-bit (.) and 32-bit (.ext) pointers. TAL2C changes all 
pointers in the C conversion into 32-bit pointers in either the large or wide memory model. 

TAL does not have strong type checking, so pointers to different types of data can be assigned without 
any explicit conversion. C differentiates between pointers based on the type of data being pointed to and 
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requires an explicit coercion to convert between types. TAL2C generates the appropriate "typecast" 
code to convert between these types, but it can look unwieldy. Although runtime performance is not 
affected you may want to look at these sections of code to improve their appearance. 

TAL often forces programmers to represent pointers as INT(32)s. One of the benefits of converting to 
C is the much stronger pointer typing. 

This can eliminate many bugs at compile time rather than at run-time. Therefore, it is advisable to 
manually convert all pointers that were stored as INT(32)s in the TAL source code into appropriately 
typed C pointers in the C code. You should do this with considerable care if the variable is used in 
arithmetic expressions, because adding a variable to a pointer in C actually adds the following: 

value * sizeof(*pointer /* what is pointed to */)

rather than value in TAL. 

For details on pointers, see the discussion of the ptrs configuration section in Chapter 4, "Configuring 
TAL2C." 

8.17. External Anonymous Structures 
TAL2C duplicates external anonymous structures rather than introducing a new type. If you do not wish 
to maintain this duplication in the C output code, you must create the new type in the TAL code. 

8.18. External Declarations for Variable Procs 
If a variable or extensible proc has an external or forward declaration, the parameter names must match 
those in the proc definition. 

8.19. pTAL Considerations 
TAL2C supports some pTAL-related keywords added to recent versions of TAL. 

The pTAL data types BADDR, WADDR, EXTADDR, SGBADDR, SGWADDR, SGXBADDR, SGXWADDR, 
CBADDR and CWADDR are supported in a similar way to the way they are supported by some versions 
of TAL. EXTADDR is treated as INT(32), the others are treated as INT; and variables with these 
types are treated as though they contain pointers, as if they had been specified in the ptrs section of 
the .ctrans configuration file. 

Additionally, TAL2C supports the following pTAL type conversion functions: 

$extaddr
$baddr_to_extaddr
$extaddr_to_baddr
$baddr_to_waddr
$waddr_to_extaddr
$extaddr_to_waddr
$waddr_to_baddr

Finally, TAL2C recognizes and ignores the ?DO_PTAL_ON and ?DO_PTAL_OFF directives. 
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9. Fine Tuning 
The performance of the C output code can vary tremendously, depending on the style of coding and the 
features of the TAL language that you have used. You can dramatically improve performance by 
changing the code in the ways suggested in this chapter. For C that is destined to run on a Tandem 
computer system, you can gain even better performance by using the native Tandem RISC compiler. 
This chapter discusses how to fine tune the C output code produced to improve performance. It covers: 

•  Parameter Passing 
•  Tandem C Extensions 
•  Unsigned Bit Arrays 
•  Operations on Unsigned longs 
•  Non-Zero Lower Bounds 
•  Unions 
•  Block Moves and memcpys 
•  Overriding the Automatic Define Conversion 
•  Improving the Layout of the C Code 
•  Using Comments to Control Conversion 

9.1. Parameter Passing 
A major difference between TAL and C is that TAL supports nested procedure definitions (subprocs), 
while C does not. TAL2C converts the nested subproc definitions into separate global level procedure 
definitions outside the scope of the parent procedure. This is a complex process because TAL subprocs 
can access and modify all variables local to the procedure. 

To achieve the same end in C, TAL2C explicitly passes local variables to the new global level 
procedure. TAL2C calculates exactly the set of variables that must be passed to each subproc either for 
its use, or for the use of any other subproc called within it. It also passes the parameters either by 
reference or by value, depending on whether the variable is modified within the subproc. 

This process can lead to large parameter lists if the TAL code is written to depend heavily on global 
access between subprocs within a procedure. If necessary, you may want to clean this up manually by 
looking at the way local variables are used within subprocs, and removing the unnecessary ones. 

9.2. Tandem C Extensions 
Tandem provides many non-standard extensions to its C compiler, most of which are to interface to the 
operating system procedures written in TAL (or pTAL). When possible, TAL2C tries to avoid using these 
extensions to increase the portability of the resulting code. If you are running in a Tandem environment 
and portability is not a concern, you can keep some of the TAL-specific functionality by making use of 
these extensions. 

9.3. Unsigned Bit Arrays 
If the TAL code uses arrays of unsigneds, then the C code produced may be less than optimal. You 
may want to review the converted output and adjust the original TAL. 

9.4. Operations on Unsigned longs 
With a non-native Tandem C compiler, many operations on unsigned longs result in a library function 
call. This can negatively affect the performance of the C code. This problem may or may not persist with 
a native Tandem C compiler. 

9.5. Non-Zero Lower Bounds 
If the code uses arrays with lower bounds that are non-zero, there may be a performance penalty of a 
subtraction operation on every array access. If you use a lower bound of zero, then significant 
performance gains can be made. 
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9.6. Unions 
If you plan to run the converted code on a Tandem system you may want to check whether the Tandem 
compiler has changed unions declared within functions into indirectly accessed data. This can slow 
down the C code. If these unions are the result of TAL equivalencing, they can be removed by use of 
the cast operator in C. 

9.7. Block Moves and memcpys 
TAL block move operations are turned into memcpys. This involves a function call overhead which can 
slow down the C output code for small memcpys. To speed this up you can use #pragma inline 
and #pragma optimize 2 in the C output code. This causes the C compiler to expand the 
memcpy function inline and to optimize the code. 

There is still a performance penalty for this because the code generated by a C compiler is not as good 
as a single block move instruction. It is only worth optimizing converted block moves using small buffers. 
This is because the overhead of the procedure call becomes less significant as the size of the buffer 
increases. 

9.8. Overriding the Automatic Define Conversion 
Sometimes TAL2C cannot automatically convert a define. To explicitly convert such a define you may 
need to embed a comment starting with "~" in the TAL code directly after the point of definition for the 
define. For example: 

define trace^resize^data =
string .tr^rec[0:(tr^record^hdr^len +

tr^resize^record^len - 1)];
string .ext tr^record^hdr(tr^record^hdr^def);
string .ext tr^resize^rec(tr^resize^record^def)
#;
--~ char tr_rec[TR_RECORD_HDR_LEN + TR_RESIZE_RECORD_LEN];\
--~ struct tr_record_hdr_def *tr_record_hdr;\
--~ struct tr_resize_record_def *tr_resize_rec

You can also use this to handle data types where the default conversion from TAL to C is not the 
desired conversion. For example: 

int function^ptr;
...
function^ptr := @proc^name;

would normally be converted into 

short function_ptr;
...
function_ptr = proc_name;

which would result in an error because the types do not match. 

To work around this you could do the following in the TAL code: 

define F_PTR = int function^ptr#;
--~ void (*function_ptr)()
F_PTR;
...
function^ptr := @proc^name;

This would result in the correct type being place in the C code. After the conversion has completed, you 
can remove these constructs. 

Additionally, specifying --~@ always expands the define inline and does not try to turn it into a define 
call. For example, the following code segment 
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define fred(i) = i + count#;
...
i := fred(i);

normally produces 

#define FRED(i) i + count
...
j = FRED(j);

However, the following code segment 

define fred(i) = i + count#;
--~@
...
j := fred(j);

produces 

#define FRED(i) i + count
...
j = j + count;

9.9. Improving the Layout of the C Code 
After TAL2C finishes you may want to change the layout of the C code. Gresham provides a "pretty 
print" program called indent for formatting C code. It lets you format your C code (indentation, 
spacing, and so on) according to your organization's coding standards. 

indent is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free 
Software Foundation. You can download both the source and executable code from the Gresham web 
site. 

9.10. Using Comments to Control Conversion 
TAL2C allows you to insert special comments in the TAL source code to control some aspects of the 
conversion process. Using comments to control conversion is helpful if you intend to continue to update 
the TAL source code and periodically convert the TAL code to C. 

By default, special comments start with hyphen, hyphen, tilde (--~). The location at which special 
comments are placed is subject to the same constraints as ordinary comments. Comments that begin 
with an exclamation mark (!) are always treated as plain comments. 

TAL comments in the form hyphen, hyphen, tilde (--~) explicitly convert a define that TAL2C is unable 
to automatically convert. See "Overriding the Automatic Define Conversion" for details. 

TAL comments in the form hyphen, hyphen, tilde, at sign (--~@) always expand a define inline, without 
trying to turn it into a define call. See "Overriding the Automatic Define Conversion" for details. 

TAL comments in the form hyphen, hyphen, tilde, dollar sign (--~$) are inserted as is (after the --~$ 
are stripped) into the C code. 

TAL comments in the form hyphen, hyphen, tilde, number sign (--~#) are treated as toggles preventing 
the output of the surrounded code from being output to the C code. These are called delete toggles. 

You can use the -~ command-line option to specify a character other than the tilde (see Chapter 5, 
"Executing TAL2C," for details). 
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10. Error Messages 
This chapter describes the error messages that TAL2C produces during the conversion process. It 
covers: 

•  Types of Error Messages 
•  Limitation Errors 
•  Limitation Warnings 
•  Significant Information Messages 

10.1. Types of Error Messages 
There are two types of error and warning messages that TAL2C produces. 

•  The first type, which receive detailed treatment in this manual, result from incompatibilities between 
TAL and C and the occasional resulting ambiguities that TAL2C detects during conversion. 

•  The second type mirrors error messages from the TAL compiler. Remember, if a program will not 
compile under TAL, TAL2C will not be able to convert it. Such messages are not listed here; consult 
your TAL compiler manual. 

The words Identifier, Expression, in Point of Definition, Value, Operator, and Type refer to variables 
within the error messages. They will not appear in your error log as such. Instead the offending 
identifier, expression, etc. will be shown. For example, on your screen the first error below might read: 

Number of parameters will cause AXCEL to choke in proc Find_Name.

Accordingly, the error messages are listed here in alphabetical order, with the errors that begin with an 
Identifier in with the "I"'s and so forth. 

Some significant information messages are also described. 
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10.2. Limitation Errors 
Message "Number of parameters will cause AXCEL to choke in proc Identifier." 

Explanation The Tandem C CISC-to-RISC accelerator crashes when a procedure has more than 
fifty-five parameters. 

Fix Remove the excess parameters, restructure the TAL code, or do not use RISC. 

Message "Cannot generate equivalence to another scope with an initializer." 

Explanation Because of the way TAL2C handles equivalencing, you cannot make an initial 
assignment at the point of declaration 

Fix Move the assignment to the first statement in the proc. 

Message "Don't know how to generate an equivalence to the middle of an object in C." 

Fix Rewrite the TAL code. 

Message "Referring to registers isn't portable, you'll have to fix it by hand." 

Explanation The converted code will run, but will not actually work. 

Fix Find a different means of obtaining the needed value. 

Message "Cannot generate $len for struct containing zero sized array when dotted expression 
is Expression 

Fix Change the structure variable name into a structure template name in the TAL (no 
effect on the TAL) 

Message "Standard function $overflow cannot be converted, re-code." 
 "Standard function $rp cannot be converted, replacing with constant 0." 
 "Standard function $type cannot be converted, replacing with constant 0." 
 "Standard function $usercode cannot be converted, replacing with constant 0." 

Fix These functions are TAL- and Tandem-specific and unavailable in C. If the constants 
supplied by TAL2C are insufficient, you will have to re-work your code, either in TAL 
or in C. 
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10.3. Limitation Warnings 
Message "Warning:  non 0 lower bound for array Identifier, this will lead to efficiency loss." 

Explanation Unlike TAL, C does not allow non-zero lower bounds. TAL2C provides code that 
performs the necessary subtraction, but this can lead to a loss in performance if done 
frequently. 

Fix Change the code (in either language) to use a lower bound of 0. 

Message "Warning:  arrays of unsigneds are not efficient." 

Explanation TAL2C converts arrays of bit-values via DEFINEs, and the resulting code can be a 
challenge to read and maintain. 

Fix Use string arrays instead. 

Message "Warning:  $point, information lost, replacing with constant." 

Explanation FIXED data type, it can be more difficult to maintain. 

Fix Change the way your code relies on the FIXED data type. 

Message "Warning:  Block move expression converted, but lost information due to repetition 
factor." 

Explanation Literal values in block moves can be lost. 

Fix Simplify the block move expression. 
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10.4. Significant Information Messages 
Message Your TAL2C license is invalid or missing. 

Explanation Either TAL2C has found your license file (.license) but it is invalid or TAL2C 
cannot find your license file. 

Fix If your license file is invalid, ensure that you are using the correct license file for your 
conversion project. Ensure that you have not changed the name of any file in the 
project, added any additional file(s) to the project, or made major changes to any file 
in the project since the license was generated. In any of these cases you may need to 
contact Gresham for a new license. 

If TAL2C cannot find your license file, ensure that the correct file is on the workstation 
where you intend to run TAL2C in the same folder as tal2c.exe. If this is the first 
time you have run TAL2C, ensure that you have copied .license.dmo to 
.license so that you can convert the test and demonstration programs. 

Message Some defines have not been properly resolved. You must run TAL2C again to resolve 
them. 

Explanation Your TAL source code contains DEFINEs, and TAL2C was unable to convert them. 

Fix If TAL source code contains DEFINEs, TAL2C requires at least two passes over the 
source code to convert them. 

If this message appears during the first pass, you must immediately run TAL2C again 
to attempt to resolve the DEFINEs. You must not change the TAL source code before 
running TAL2C again. You should use the same TAL2C command that you used for 
the first pass. 

If this message appears during the second pass, TAL2C is unable to resolve some 
DEFINEs because they are unconvertible. You can either rework the original TAL 
code and run TAL2C again or change the C code. 
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11. What To Do If Things Go Wrong 
Above all, don't panic! Your first step should be to consider carefully what has gone wrong, and this 
chapter provides some helpful hints to find out. If you cannot solve a problem using information in this 
chapter, you should not hesitate to contact Gresham for expert help. This chapter covers: 

•  Where to Find Helpful Information 
•  General Guidelines for Solving a Problem 
•  Information Required to Solve a Problem 
•  Sending Information to Gresham 
•  What Happens After You Send Information to Gresham 
•  Cleaning Up After an Abnormal Termination 

11.1. Where to Find Helpful Information 
Consider whether you can solve the problem by simply rereading the TAL2C documentation (including 
the readme.txt file). For example: 

•  Could it be a hardware or software problem (see Chapter 3, "Hardware/Software Requirements," in 
the TAL2C Product Overview)? 
•  Do you have sufficient memory and hard disk space on your workstation? 
•  Are your using the correct version of Windows NT? 
•  Are you using an ANSI-compliant C compiler? 

•  Could it be an installation problem (see Chapter 2, "Installing TAL2C," and Chapter 3, "Getting 
Started")? 
•  Have all files been correctly installed? 
•  Have you run the batch program, install.bat to rename files correctly? 
•  Have you set up the search path correctly? 
•  Do you have a valid license; that is, have you copied .license.dmo to .license? 

•  Could it be a configuration problem (see Chapter 4, "Configuring TAL2C")? 
•  Is there a syntax error in the .ctrans configuration file (indicated by an error message)? 
•  Is there a logic error in the .ctrans file (for example, you omitted the name of a required TAL 

file)? 

•  Could it be an execution problem (see Chapter 5, "Executing TAL2C")? 
•  Have you set up the search path correctly? 
•  Are you using the correct syntax to run TAL2C? 
•  Have you specified a nonexistent file name? 
•  Have you specified the wrong file? 

•  Could it be a license problem (see Chapter 6, "Licensing TAL2C")? 
•  Do you have the correct type of license? 
•  Have you obtained a .license file from Gresham? 
•  Have you modified the .license file? 
•  Is the .license file in the correct location? 
•  Has the license expired? 
•  Does the license permit you to convert a certain file? 
•  Have you added TAL code to a file after obtaining a license to convert that file? 

•  Could it be a problem with TAL2C locating a file during conversion or some other file problem (see 
Chapter 3, "Getting Started," and Chapter 7, "TAL2C Usage Guidelines")? 
•  Have you transferred all source files to the correct locations on your workstation? 
•  Have you transferred all source files in the correct mode (text mode)? 
•  Have you specified the folder for files that are included in by the TAL source file? 
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If you cannot find an answer in the documentation and you suspect that the problem may be related to 
the conversion process itself, follow the guidelines described in "General Guidelines for Solving a 
Problem". 

11.2. General Guidelines for Solving a Problem 
The following guidelines may help you to solve a problem if you suspect that the problem may be related 
to the conversion process itself. 

Before continuing, however, you should confirm that the TAL source code being processed compiles 
without errors. This is always important, especially if you have not compiled the TAL code for some time. 
If there are compilation errors, these must be corrected before continuing. 

If TAL2C is unable to convert a line of TAL code, it continues processing and displays an error 
message. The message indicates the file name, line number, and column number of the offending TAL 
source code line. TAL2C puts a representation of the offending TAL code in the C output code. In this 
case, you can either rework the original TAL code and run TAL2C again or change the C code. 

If TAL2C converts a line of TAL code and you suspect the resulting C output code, you can either 
rework the original TAL code and run TAL2C again or change the C code. 

In the unlikely event that TAL2C abends, it displays an error message. The message indicates the file 
name, line number, and column number that approximates the position of the TAL source code being 
processed when the abend occurred. You should contact us immediately to see if we can provide a 
solution to this problem (perhaps there is a later release of TAL2C that fixes the problem). We may ask 
you to provide us with certain information (see "Information Required to Solve a Problem"). 

11.3. Information Required to Solve a Problem 
The information we may ask for to help solve a problem includes the following: 

•  Your contact details: 
•  Your name 
•  Company name 
•  Postal address 
•  Email address 
•  Telephone number(s) 
•  Fax number 

•  Details of the software with which the problem occurred: 
•  TAL2C version number and release date 
•  Microsoft Windows NT version 
•  Microsoft Windows NT service pack version 

•  Copy of the files being used when the problem occurred: 
•  The TAL source code being converted (or, at least, a subset of the code that is sufficient to 

demonstrate the problem) 
•  C output code if the problem relates to the conversion process 
•  The .ctrans configuration file being used 
•  A log file to which you have redirected TAL2C messages, if available 

•  Any other information that we think or you think is relevant to the problem. 

11.4. Sending Information to Gresham 
After you have gathered together all relevant problem files, we suggest that you use a compression 
utility (such as PKZIP or WinZip) to compress all the files into a single file. It is often faster and more 
convenient to provide us with a single compressed file rather than multiple files. 

You can then send the single compressed file to us. If you use email (recommended), you can send the 
file as an attachment to an email message. If you plan to use email, you must ensure that you MIME-
encode or uuencode the file so that is suitable for transmission through the Internet. 
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Alternatively you may be able to send us the single compressed file on CD, diskette(s), or on a (Tandem 
backup) magnetic tape. 

See "How to Contact Gresham" for the options available to send information to Gresham. 

11.5. What Happens After You Send Information to 
Gresham 
After you send information to us to report a problem while using TAL2C, we will assign a unique 
reference number to the report. 

You should use this reference number in all subsequent contact with us regarding the report. 

After investigation, a member of our support staff will contact you to discuss the outcome. 

11.6. Cleaning Up After an Abnormal Termination 
If TAL2C abends, you should contact us immediately and provide us with certain information (see 
"Information Required to Solve a Problem"). Additionally we recommend that you do not continue with 
your conversion project until you have ensured that we have all the information required to solve the 
problem. 

Note TAL2C always abends if it detects a file access error (for example, it is unable to locate a file 
during conversion). 

You may also want to copy all relevant project files to another folder on your workstation until we have 
resolved the problem. 

We may ask you run cleanup.bat in the folder with the TAL source code that caused the abend. 
This is a batch file to remove TAL2C intermediate files from the current folder. (Intermediate files are 
created during conversion, and include .defines, .index_file, and REGION_ files.) 

Note Only run cleanup.bat if you intend to start a conversion project from the beginning or you are 
advised to do so by Gresham. You must run cleanup.bat more than once if you are converting TAL 
source code from more than one folder and want to clean up in each folder. 
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